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http://erply.net

Web-Based
On Demand

Business Suite

Sell goods online and in and in multiple 
stores. Use your existing POS hardware.

run your 
shop online

Enter your business and out-of-pocket 
expenses and quickly rebill to clients.

keep track of 
accounts

Now you have a bank in your office. 
Compare accounts and track balances.

cash flow in 
your hands

Manage contacts, leads, customers, 
vendors and more.

track all 
relationships

Easily link emails into ERPLY when you send 
or receive emails from your contacts.

handle your 
emails

ERPLY is available in English, 
Finnish and Russian languages 
and soon in German. 
We have over 300 customers.

Do all inventory management routines with 
a single click. Unlimited warehouses included.

control your 
inventory

Check inventory amounts, create automatic 
purchase orders. Export to XML or PDF.

enjoy purchase 
planning

Track bids, deals, proposals and contracts. 
See it all in the sales dashboard.

manage your sales 
pipeline

Customise ERPLY by adding the data fields 
you need. Custom reports available.

tune it to fit your 
company

Attach notes, emails, docs and files to a 
contact and review them whenever you need.

Turn over for 
more previews!

complete history 
in one place

Create tasks and share with co-workers. 
Don’t miss a call or a proposal deadline.

make sure things 
get done

DESIGN@DIIP.EE

It takes only 3 clicks to create a new 
invoice. Deliver it via email, in PDF format.

create invoices 
like a pro



ERPLY gives you an 
extensive set of 
business modules: 
inventory, POS, 
billing and 
webshop software.

ERPLY is a software for commercial retail inventory 
and e-commerce that handles data across several 
sales locations, online stores and offices and provides 
real-time dashboards with relevant data.

point of sale (POS)
Our POS module is ready to be 
used with all point-of-sale 
hardware – thermal printers, 
cash drawers, barcode scanners, 
even customer displays. 
A touchscreen interface is easy 
to operate.

inventory 
management
Slash inventory costs by providing 
better control of stock levels. ERPLY 
allows you to set multiple pricing 
rules based on individual 
customers, variations, volume and 
more. Fully integrated with CRM 
module, your customers, sales reps 
and partners can view inventory 
levels on your Web store.

more screenshots – 
visit http://erply.com

cloud computing 
The current challenging economic 
environment demands that every 
industry cut costs and improve 
productivity. Until now, an ERP system 
has been the solution for achieving 
these objectives. But traditional ERP 
systems are expensive due to high 
upfront capital costs, high ongoing 
maintenance fees, and high costs to 
customize and upgrade to new 
versions.

There is now an alternative: ERP based 
on Cloud Computing technology. ERP 
on the Cloud provides the convenience 
of computing capacity on-demand 
over the Internet.

 
In addition, it has the same security 
and flexibility of an on-premise 
deployment – the ability to customize 
and upgrade, all at a dramatically 
lower cost than a traditional ERP 
system.
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dashboard 
Dashboard offers instant snapshots 
of your key performance indicators 
(KPIs), and provides real-time trend 
graphs and reports appropriate for 
each role in your company. With 
drill-down capability, you can move 
from a summary level directly to 
greater detail, and you can see 
real-time information.
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ERPLY 3.0 – 
a powerful ERP, 
inventory management 
and invoicing software – 
is now available for 
sign-up.

point of sale


